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ABSTRACT

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measures quantum tunneling to
produce an atomic scale electron density image of it surface . STM has
become one of the most powerful instruments in surface science studies.
Recently we constructed a scanning tunneling microscope and stud led
several macromolecules on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and
mica surfaces. We obtained image of human serum albumin . The graphite
substrate also were treated by pure nitrogen gas plasma for different
periods . The images of both single stranded DNA fragments and DNA
double helbc are obtained and their interactions with smaller molecules (e.g.,
calcium chioride) are also demons-traded.
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INTRODUCTION

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is a
new tool in surface science which allows for a
variety of very local investigations on a preselected
area of the sample. Its essential feature is a fine tip
which is brought into close proximity to the sample
(gaps lnm) and whose position normal as well as
parallel to the surface is controlled very accurately
on an atomic length scale, i .e . 5 0 .lnm. The
particularly precise control of the normal

coordinate is accomplished by the accurate
measurement of the gap width by means of the
electron tunneling current between tip and sample
[1] . STM is developed by Gerd Binnig, Heinrich
Rohrer and their associates in 1982. Thereafter in
1986 Binnig and Rohrer were awarded the nobel
prize as this technique became a very dynamic and
rapidly growing scientific topic [2, 3]. Many surface
science problems have been solved by using STM.
One of them is the observation of Si (111)-(7x7)
strucru rc . an unresolved problem for more than
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twenty years.
Although much of the excitement concerning

the STM is focused on its ability to image objects
on the atomic and molecular scale, the STM also
emerges as a singular device for mapping and
measuring three dimensional surface profiles of
objects in the range from 0.01 to 10 pm. This
lateral size range is well within the resolution
capability of scanning electron microscopes (SEM),
but the SEM has poor capability for measuring
vertical distances 121 . In addition to instrumenta-
tional improvements of scanning tunneling
microscopy. some other related microscopes arc
developed . Atomic force microscopy (AFM) which
is invented by Binnig. Ouatc and Gerber can
resolve non-conducting materials with atomic
resolution . Scanning near field optical microscopy
(SNOM), scanning tunneling potentiometry (STP),
ballistic electron emission (BEEM), are other
related techniques developed after the invention of
STM excited this field.

EXPERIMENTAL

Construction of STM
Figure 1 depicts the development of STM
instrumentation in our laboratory . Our basic idea
to build a small . compact, and firm scanning
tunneling microscope that is stable against
vibrations . This new STM mechanically consists of
two main modules : scanner and coarse positioner.
The scanner part is constructed with a P 'LT tube
glued to an aluminium body. Electrical connection
of PZT are through a special connector . The tip
holder is again glued to the interior of the PZT
tube hut isolated electrically. Rough approach unit
is a magnetically driven slider and it is fastened to
the scanner using two screws and the whole system
is mounted on a vibration isolation platform . We
have placed our system on a laboratory table
whose legs are onto a sponge for shock isolation.

A 50 kg of flat marble block over an inflated
bicycle lire was placed on the table, this configu-
ration provided a low frequency vibration isolation
down to 2 Hc. The coarse positioning of the STM

system is constructed as a magnetically driven
micropositioner . It generates movement from the
force derived from pulses of current in the
presence of magnetic field M.

A permanent magnet is used as the sample
holder . Three ball bearings, arc rigidly attached to
the bottom side of the holder, such that the
magnet is as close as possible to the glass slide . The
tip sample distance regulation is obtained by an
electronic feed hack control that is closely coupled
to mechanical structure of the system . The general
control of the STM system is done by an IBM
PC/AT computer through an input/output card
such as PCL 818. This card has one 12-bit analog
to digital converter (ADC), two 12 bit digital to
analog converters (DAC), and a 16-bit digital I/O
port . The computer program has been written in
turbo PASCAL 5 .5 . In our STM there are two
ways of imaging surfaces . In constant current
mode, a piezoelectric driver moves a tip over a
surface . When the tip approaches an atom
protruding above the plane of the surface, the
current rapidly increases, and a feedback circuit
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Fig. I . Schematic view of the STM constructed in this
study .
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moves the tip up to keep the current constant.
Then . a plot is made of the tip height required to
maintain constant current versus distance along the
plane . In constant height mode, the tip is moved
over the surface and the change in current with
distance traveled along the plane of the surface is
directly recorded . We have used highly oriented
pyrnlytic graphite (HOPG) as a substrate for all
the experiments, because graphite has many
advantages as an STM sample . It can he cleaved
easily to give thousands of angstrom atomically flat
surfaces . Also it is a very° inert material which can
be investigated under normal atmospheric
conditions as well as in various liquids.

RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS

Image of Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite
Surface
HOPG is a scmimetal which has been imaged at
atomic resolution in UHV and a variety of fluids,
e .g ., air, water, electrolytes and liquid helium . It

forms large (diameter = 11im) atomically perfect,
flat terraces which Eire chemically inert ; moreover,
the spatial variation of the local density of states
(LODS) is very pronounced . resulting in high
contrast images with a resolution about 0 .2 nm.
However, attempts are made to use HOPG as a
well characterized substrate to image monomole-
cular adsorbates on it with the STM suffered from
its excessive inertness . In this context, defects may
he of importance . So for this reason we can use
HOPG for calibration and test by STM_ The
3-dimensional image of HOPG taken by our STM
is given in Figure 2.

STM Images of Glow-Discharge Treated Surfaces
The surfaces of biomatcrial may be readily
modified physically or chemically in order to
increase their hiocompatibilitics, and also to add
functionality to the respective surfaces . Glow -
discharge treatment (i .e ., the so called plasma
treatment is one of the recent surface modification
methods which has also been applied to

Fig, 2. Image ofpyrolytic graphite in air by STM with scan size of 15x17 . . The biased voltage of 23 mV
negative with respect to tip . The tunneling current was 3 n.c, and the image A. in constant height mode.
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hiomaterials [5[ . In order to understand, reproduce
or optimize the treatment conditions, it is
necessary to analyze both composition and
structure of the plasma treated surfaces and to
relate these parameters to the specific properties
of interest . In this work we have used STM to
analyze plasma exposed surfaces . " Highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite " (IIOPG') has been selected as a
model surface . The glow-discharge reactor consists
of a glass tube with length of 30 cm and inside
diameter of 9 cm . Two external copper electrodes
(4x ] 4 cm) were placed in a parallel manner around
the glass tube . The upper electrode was connected
to the radii) fres1 ency (RE) generator (Tas,trim
Ltd .,'f-RF-1000, 'I'urkey) through an impedance
matching network (Tasarim Ltd ., T-RF-1200.
Turkey) . whereas the lower electrode was
gri nlndecl.

Pyrolytic graphite sample (Union Carbide)
were cleaved by an adhesive tape, and placed in
the reactor . The reactor was evacuated down to 0.4
mbar . the nitrogen gas flow rate or 311 ml .imin was
allowed . The radio frequency discharge (13 .56
MHz, 10 Watts) was led to the reactor . ]'he
exposure time was varied between 15 see to 5 min.
The HOPG samples were kept under air or argon
atmosphere in desiccators for about 6 days before
S'IM imaging (fig . 3 .).

Images of Human Serum Albumin
The direct observation or biomatcrials is more
attractive because direct observation minimizes

artifacts and makes in .vim measurements possible,
Human serum albumin has a concentration nl
*nut 42 gL in plasma and constitutes fiche ul the
mass of plasma proteins 171 . It is a single
polypeptide chain consisting of 584 amino acid
residues and having a molecular weight of about
69 .001) . Afhumin has is strong internal structure,
held firmly together by seventeen disulfide bridges.
I'f~c mnlc't:ular shape is generally taken as an
ellipsoid with dimensions of 4(]x141 A . There arc
three domains within the molecule . The sample
was prepared by depositing a droplet of albumin
solution onto freshly cleaved IIGPG and then the
droplet was removed by capillarity with a tissue.
The sample was then flushed with ultra pure water
for 10s and was dried at room temperature for 5
hours before observation . The STM was operated
in air with is bias voltage of 200 mV, tunneling
current of?nA.'I'he Pt'Ir sharp tip and, constant
current Ir]slde was used with scan rate of 40 I - IL in
x-direction . The STM image of albumin is
presented in Figure 4 . The molecular dimensions
are 150 A in length and 511 A in width . The slight
deviation in dimensions of the adsorbate tram
those of the original model may he caused by slight
collapse or the native structure in the relatively dry
air environment . Three cylindrical, parallel
domains can he observed.

DNA on graphite Surfaces
The capability of the STM to achieve molecular
resolution has been exploited by a number of

Fig . 3 . Image r)l the nitrogen plasma exposer[ HOPG sur/teres, STM image in constant current mode with
.lOmV him voltage, 0 .5 tunneling current applied and 4 Hz sran rate in x direction.
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Fig . 4. Image ofhuman serum albumin on HOPG with dimensions of 200x150.

groups to study a wide variety of nonconducting

	

constant current mode . Figure 5 illustrates the

materials deposited onto conducting substrates .

	

image of DNA.

Firstly we isolated DNA molecules as follows :

	

The DNA sample was denatured by heating

Genomic: DNA was isolated from blood samples of

	

to 80 °C and was digested by restriction enzyme

healthy volunteers and 10 mt . whole blood was

	

(}~'Car 1) to observe the single stranded DNA. To

drawn into a vaccutainer tithe . DNA was isolated
by lysis of cells followed by degradation of proteins
by proteinase K digestion . DNA was purified by
phenol/chloroform extraction . The integrity of
DNA was checked on I% agarose gel by
electrophoresis at 100 mV, DNA was measured
speetrophotometrically at 2611 trm, the purity of
DNA was analyzed by measuring the protein
contamination at 280nm . The concentration of
DNA sample to be analyzed by STM was adjusted
to lmgr•mL.

The sample was prepared by depositing a
droplet of DNA solution onto freshly cleaved
HONG and then the droplet was removed by
capillarity with a tissue . The sample was then
flushed with ultra pure water for 10 sec and was
dried at room temperature for 5 hours before
observation . The STM was operated in air with a
bias voltage of 1511 mV, tunneling current of InA.
The Pt lr tip was used, and STM operated in

	

Fig . 5 . Image of genomic DNA by STM.
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Fig. 6 . Image of single stranded DNA fragment by STM.

analyze the interaction of cations with DNA, the
single stranded DNA fragment was incubated in
saline containing 19-' M CaCl2 at pH :7 .2 and 37 °C.

Cations like Zn" and Ca ++ are known to
have regulatory effects on DNA activity.
Therefore, it is important to determine the
parameters which may effect the binding properties
of these ions to DNA such as pH and electrolyte
concentration . We have used a medium which
resembles the intracellular (cytosolic) environment.
Calcium regulates the activity of certain proteins
and also DNA . Intracellular Ca" mediates many
cellular activation processes such as cell division,
and we have found by STM that there was no
interaction between Ca ++ and DNA fragment at
cytosolic conditions [71 . The sample was prepared
by depositing a droplet of DNA solution onto
freshly cleaved HOPG and then the droplet was
removed by capillarity with a tissue. The sample
was then flushed with ultra pure water for 10
seconds and was dried at room temperature for 5
hours before observation . The STM was operated

in air with a bias voltage of 150 mV, tunneling
current of 1nA. The Pt1Ir tip was used and STM
operated in constant current mode . Figure 6.
illustrates the image of single helix DNA fragment
in calcium containing medium.

CONCLUSION

We report here that scanning tunneling microscopy
can he used successfully for high-resolution,
three-dimensional structures of biological
molecules such as albumin and DNA, and also for
imaging of the changes in their conformational
states, and interactions with other molecules and
surfaces.
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